Bright Lights are coming.

NightViu® Driving Lights for CV trucks.
Bright Lights – Big Benefits.

This is how NightViu® Driving Lights make your CV trucks functionally safe under all conditions.

Rain, fog, snow, absolute darkness – our engineers designed and tested NightViu® Driving Lights especially for the best visibility.

Is the highest possible safety your priority? With NightViu® Driving Lights, your drivers have optimum visibility even in adverse conditions and on long journeys. Comfort becomes a safety factor!

Are you expecting a lighting system with powerful truck lights for every purpose? With our light bars, slim light bars, multi-function and reversing series, your CV trucks are fully illuminated – even when standing and manoeuvring.

Do you rely on state-of-the-art LED technology from an experienced OEM? The NightViu® Driving Lights combine highly efficient light output with the greatest possible energy savings.

NightViu® – Continental LED Lighting

Commercial vehicle truck, powered by NightViu®.

Powerful lights for all conceivable lighting functions:
- Front light
- High beam
- Position light
- Reversing light
- All lights comply with the requirements and regulations in road traffic.

Rain, fog, snow, absolute darkness – our engineers designed and tested NightViu® Driving Lights especially for the best visibility.

Shining example with NightViu® Driving Lights. NightViu® Driving Lights illuminate the surroundings with up to 5,500 lumens and a beam field length of 440 m, ensuring optimum lighting properties for your vehicles.

Benefits
- High product quality – tested and certified for extreme external influences
- Flexible mounting system for all products
- Robust, compact and durable housing – long lifetime with low maintenance
- Free form curved reflector for enhanced performance and reduced glare

Do you want to illuminate your CV trucks optimally, efficiently and with little maintenance?
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